Wuhan Virus,
Jesuits Exposed Again Like Always
By Greg Anthony, J.D.
Note: The study of man’s law shows me they are made for evil doers. Good people do
not need them. The few set down by the Creator are just fine.
This is some heavy stuff, the stuff that makes hair grow on your chest. No pictures, no
You Tubes. Just read.
Batman and Superman have nothing on the Jesuits. In fact, in hand to hand combat
Pontifex Maximus wins hands down. He fights dirty and has the devil up his sleeve.
Everybody knows Batman and Superman but the Jesuits and Pontifex Maximus who
are they?
Nobody knows.
People have no clue and that is why they win, hands down. You can scream to the
cows come home, it’s the Jesuits not the Jews and shills Alex Jones and his kissin’
cousin Rush Limbaugh will slam your head in the snow till hell freezes over.
It’s the way the game is played. Hide and seek, just like when you were a kid. No
matter. I, like you, have been seeking the truth but they just hide it better. It’s that
simple.
And when I get to this intellectual precipice I usually turn on Cat Stevens, find a girl,
settle down, if you want you can marry and then, of course, forget about it all.
Jesuits, yes. deceptive cats with a viper’s tongue.
They seem nice, seem smart, seem to have it all figured out. So far, give them the win.
They got America.
I have been trying for more than two decades to connect the Jesuit dots to genocide,
slave trade, occult head hunting, killing of heretics and least of which is pure and simple
bastardizing of the truth as in their minds the ends justifies the means.
So why them?
Here is more right this moment, right here and now a little bit of information added to the
6,000 books written about Jesuit treachery since they started pushing drugs and crap to
us all, sent in by some listener-researchers who said “Greg, you are on the right track,
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keep the train going.” Like I said the stuff below is the stuff that makes hair grow on
your chest. Read it like I did, no editing no paragraph spacing like Mark Twain would of
liked it.
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS SENT TO ME BY AN ACTIVIST FRIEND
WUHAN VIRUS, GENOCIDE AGAIN JESUITS EXPOSED
By Igor Oamin
The Wuhan institute opened in 1956, The project was overseen by Gao Shangyin, a
Chinese scientist who received his doctorate from Yale (skull and bones) it was built in
co-operation with a French bio-industrial firm the French government’s CIRI lab, France
the HOME of the JESUITS, which was created and is led by a catholic JESUIT. The
Wuhan Institute of Virology has ties to the Galveston National Laboratory in the United
States, which has affiliations with the NIH and the NIAID, Anthony Fauci was appointed
Director of NIAID in “1984” and is also JESUIT educated and the head of the American
Covid task force, who in 2015 outsourced the weaponizing of three corona viruses from
America to Wuhan, The director of Galveston national lab, Scott C Weaver is a skull
and bones member educated at Yale University School of Medicine. The Wuhan
Institute of Virology has ties to the Centre International de Recherche en Infectiologie
(CIRI) in France and their institutions, institutions including University Claude Bernard
Lyon 1, Claude Bernard being a catholic and JESUIT educated at the JESUIT College
of Mongré in Villefranche-sur-Saône, also the Merieux foundation headed by Alain
Mérieux who is a Grand Officer of the Legion of Honour. The Mérieux family are a
catholic JESUIT educated family foundation which was a key player in partnering
l’Université de Lyon and the University of Ottawa (Canada) another catholic JESUIT
school. also the CNRS who’s director is Antoine Petit yet another Jesuit educated man.
The Wuhan Institute of Virology has ties to the National Microbiology Laboratory in
Canada, The Man Behind the National Microbiology Laboratory Dr. Matthew Gilmour
started life as a missionary for Paris branch of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter day
Saints, the majority of LDS (Latter day Saints)in France were former JESUIT Catholics,
as was the rest of Matthew Gilmour’s education. Also a collaboration with the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, Bill who is Jesuit educated (trained) and the man who wants
to depopulate this earth through vaccination (sterilization) , Dr. Margaret Chan, director
General of WHO and Dr. Anthony S. Fauci Jesuit director of NIAID who outsourced U.S.
research and its efforts to weaponize three viruses, influenza, MERS and SARS.
Outsourced and funded by the NIH to the tune of $3.7 million to the WUHAN Institute of
Virology in China, outsourced to suit efforts to depopulate this earth, while placing the
blame on China, keeping eyes diverted and minds distracted, priming the population
with their campaign of fear. Simulations held before this outbreak, It’s no coincidence
that Clade X held 15th may 2018, 666 days before corona pandemic was declared,
Clade X a pandemic planning exercise held in in Amerikkka in 2018 and led by the
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security (planning for what?) then we have Event 201
pandemic exercise (why was it named event 201) Gematria, NUMEROLOGY
understand and recognize the patterns, (which I will place at the end of this), to add that
The Event 201 pandemic exercise was hosted by world economic forum in partnership
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with the John Hopkins center for health security and the Bill and Melinda Gates
foundation. The W.E.F (world economic forum) founder, Klaus Schwab (the clown of
Davos) staunch Zionist, mentored by war criminal and Zionist Henry Kissinger. The
John Hopkins center founder was a skull and bones member and the now director Tom
Inglesby is Jesuit trained. Event 201 exercise began October 18th 2019 the same day
the world military games began in Wuhan China, the UN on display October 20th- 22nd
the Xiangshan forum was held in Beijing, promoting the maintenance of international
order through military to military co-operation, delegates from 76 countries attended, the
same day the world 5G convention took place in a different venue in Bejing with the aim
of using 5G to boost their AI surveillance grid November 2019, China sets the 5G
hospital network standards, then as if by chance we have the Rona. also In 2016 the
N.H.S held exercise Cygnus which exposed all the problems we see today yet
government did NOTHING apart from bury the files and is now acting now like it’s never
seen a virus and using the tel-lie-vision PROGRAMMING to condition people into
accepting all measures placed, monitored movement, digital ID (eventual birth cert),
cashless societies, intrusive surveillance grids, Bill Gates and the Pharma Vaccine
whore Rupert Murdoch MEDIA tycoon own a plethora of media companies also own
stock in vaccine companies and pharmaceutical companies Rupert Murdoch’s family
has strong relationships to GlaxoSmithKline, Murdochs son James has been a nonexecutive director at GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) sitting on the board of its ethics committee
Murdock is in partnership with David Rockefeller and Partnership For New York City
(PFNYC), the world’s most powerful drug ring and biotechnology consortium oh my, I
could go on but I’ll drop some links, as well as looking at the present look at the history,
Gates parents, see in links,, Amazons Bezos relates to my last post
https://www.scrapbookpages.com/…/Articles/Monowitz.html
The infamous Auschwitz tattoo began as an IBM
number,, https://www.villagevoice.com/…/the-ibm-link-toauschwitz/https://www.ibm.com/ibm/history/ibm100/us/en/icons/founded/https://fr
eedomofchoiceevent.wordpress.com/…/should…/https://www.bibliotecapleyades.
net/salud/salud_vacunas77.htmhttps://www.investopedia.com/berkshirehathaway-s-top…https://exposingvaccinegenocide.org/exposing-bill-gates…/
We are quickly building up to the age of No voice No choice No Vaccine No more Job
No Vaccine No more Education No Vaccine No more Travel Forced into compliance
through threat of loosing your placing, loosing your business, loosing your job, loosing
your house or loosing your children, Now IF YOUR STILL READING THIS I’m going to
use a process called Gematria (look into it) to add what I’ve already put down regarding
the JESUITS responsibility for this Corona madness for association to this all being a
nefarious Jesuit psyop behind Covid-19 using Gematria, keeping Event 201 in mind and
the fact that many of these faces your given to see ARE JESUIT educated and the
Jesuits have a gnostic discipline that is centuries old and take a vow of obedience to the
Pope and this pope/anti pope is the first Jesuit pope to reside in the Vatican they see
themselves as an intelligence gathering service for the aim of domination. Right now
we have the first publicly identified Jesuit pope, Pope Francis of (The Jesuit order =
201), using Gematria Pope Francis birth name is Jorge Mario Bergoglio = (201). using
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Gematria. He is the only pope to reside in room (201) of the Vatican, he moved out of
his original room to reside in room (201). This room is named Domus Sanctae Marthae
= (201), using Gematria. The founder of the Jesuits Ignatius of Loyola = (201) using
Gematria, the number 201 is important to the JESUITS as Catherine the Great
protected (201) Jesuits after their suppression in 1759 for devious, manipulative and
murderous behavior. Now a little more gematria, September 28 was the anniversary of
the 2nd wave of Spanish flu 102 years ago (mirror of 201) September 28th 2020 was
(201) days after corona was declared a pandemic on 11 th of March. September 28 was
the day major news articles stating most of Europe was experiencing its second wave
the tip of the spear for the tyranny of this earth is not the likes of George Soros, Bill and
Melinda Gates or even Fauci, it is their handlers the ones who remain in the shadows
not the ones you are given to see these institutions/people are beholden to the Vatican
catholic church links:
Event 201 https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/
World military games https://news.cgtn.com/…/Wuhan-basks-in-glory…/index.html
Xiangshan forum https://news.cgtn.com/…/What-is-the-Xiangshan-Forum-and
…world 5G convention https://markets.businessinsider.com/…/world-5g…
#China sets the 5G hospital network standards https://news.cgtn.com/…/Chinainitiates…/index.html
Anthony Fauci link outsourcing virus research to wuhan https://asiatimes.com/…/whyus-outsourced-bat-virus…/…
Claude Bernard,link https://www.newadvent.org/cathen/02497a.htm
Scott C Weaver, link http://crosslifetech.com/team/scott-weaver/
Ottawa https://www.catholic.org/encyclopedia/view.php?id=8839
Alain Mérieux links to https://www.uottawa.ca/president/people/merieux-alain

The World Ambushed by the Jesuit Curse
Posted on July 16, 2021 By Greg Anthony, JD
On the first day Covid came out of nowhere, I called Fauci Dracula, Trump a traitor for
pushing the lethal jab and saying the only way to win was to break the Jesuit curse
making everybody walk around with masks like zombies.
Since then, Wow, proven right.
Now all the lawyers and doctors are screaming to high heaven, calling it the end of
humanity.
They’re right. And all the lawsuits and medical tests proving genocide is underway isn’t
going to stop it.
When it comes to the Vatican Jesuit led NWO pulling this off, these doctors and lawyers
are like flies on an elephant’s back. The Vatican with their Jesuit henchmen have more
than 200 concordats with countries around this flattened plane they call a globe.
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How do you think they pulled off this worldwide genocide? Listen and maybe you will
learn something.
One of my listeners yesterday asked me to replay this one.
My radio show was sent this extensive story about the Covid hoax. It is long but worth
your time.
Courtesy of Walt Gelles the world has been ambushed. We are in the midst of a
war against humanity.
Yet most people aren’t aware there is a war going on.
Those who carried out the ambush have easily and quickly overrun country after
country, like Hitler’s blitzkrieg “lightning war”. Those who did the ambush—call them the
Globalists, the Ruling Power Elite, the Global Deep State, the One Percent (actually an
infinitesimal fraction of the world population)—are a handful of super-wealthy elitists, at
war with 7.8 billion people.
So far they’ve used two main bioweapons—a lab-engineered virus, and the harmful,
often deadly COVID-19 “vaccines” (genetic modification agents) backed by a relentless
propaganda campaign to trick people into getting the jab.
Dr. Michael Yeadon, Pfizer’s former Vice President and Chief Science Officer, issued
this warning in March 2021: “I’m well aware of the global crimes against humanity
being perpetrated against a large proportion of the world’s population….I have
absolutely no doubt that we are in the presence of evil…and dangerous products
[the gene-based vaccines].” Basing his observation on his 40-year medical research
career, Dr. Yeadon believes the vaccines are often lethal and serve only one
conceivable purpose: depopulation.[1]
We’re in very bad shape. The world needs to wake up, AND FAST, or tens of millions
of people are going to die in what is already a vaccine-induced holocaust.
Bioweapon Number 1
Bioweapon Number 1 deployed by the Global Power Elite is a lab-engineered virus,
very infectious but actually less deadly than the seasonal flu. As Dr. Thomas Binder,
MD, a specialist in immunology and virology with 32 years’ experience in diagnosing
acute respiratory disease, explains:
COVID-19 “is not a mass murderer. The most recent realistic estimate of the global
IFR [infection fatality rate] is 0.15%, below 0.05% for under 70s. After replacing the
number of deceased within 28 days with a positive PCR test on whatever cause by the
number of deceased from COVID-19, it is even much lower, well below that of
seasonal influenza….SARS-CoV-2…self-evidently occurs seasonally from November
to April and mutates, without human intervention, in such a way that it becomes ever
more contagious but less dangerous. Because of existing basic and cross-immunity,
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only a fraction of the population falls ill. The disease is usually self-limiting and
leaves immunity, possibly for life, and better than the best vaccination ever could.
It kills comparatively few people and, unlike influenza, no children.
“There is no SARS-CoV-2 epidemic of national scope, thus no pandemic. This is
already evident from the lack of excess mortality when corrected for demographics,
and from the rather low occupancy of the intensive care units, whose capacities, in
addition, have been massively reduced since April 2020.”[2]
Evidence suggests the SARS-CoV-2 virus responsible for causing COVID-19 illness
was made in the USA in government biowarfare laboratories, then possibly fine-tuned in
China using gain-of-function research funded by Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the U.S.
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases. The bioweapon may have been
released by US operatives in October 2019 at the World Military Games, when 300
American military servicemen were in Wuhan. “No one in the Chinese government
was aware of the outbreak until the end of December. However…as early as
November 2019, our Defense Intelligence Agency [U.S. DIA] had distributed a
secret report to government officials warning that a ‘cataclysmic’ disease
outbreak was taking place in Wuhan….The secret DIA report was prepared…more
than a month before anyone in the Chinese government discovered the
outbreak.”[3]
The virus served as the pretext to lockdown populations, impose absurd
counterproductive restrictions like social distancing and mask-wearing, and introduce
lethal genetic vaccines at “warp speed” under President Donald Trump and then around
the world. All this despite the fact that:
* There is no asymptomatic transmission of SARS-CoV-2.
* No society or nation in history has ever imposed lockdowns on healthy people.
* The rate of spontaneous recovery from COVID-19 illness is 99.8+%.
There is no need for a vaccine; the Covid vaccines are as ineffective as the seasonal flu
vaccines, and far more dangerous. There are inexpensive remedies that can boost
one’s immunity so that no one ever needs to take a Covid “vaccine”.
* Masks are not only completely useless but also can sicken the mask-wearer—
especially children if worn for long periods, which leads to build-up of carbon dioxide
that damages the brain.
A relentless 24/7 propaganda campaign waged by the Big Pharma-controlled
mainstream media whipped up fear and panic so that millions of gullible, uninformed
people rushed to get harmful, unapproved, highly experimental, and often deadly
genetic-modification agents mislabeled “vaccines”.
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The lockdowns and restrictions have destroyed countless small businesses. Civil
society is pulverized. The middle class is obliterated as people around the world suffer
unemployment, homelessness, hunger, starvation, isolation, despair, and suicide.
The fake pandemic has facilitated the largest transfer of wealth in human history—from
the poor, working-class, and middle-class to a handful of super-wealthy corporations
and centi-billionaires.
Lockdowns keep people confined indoors with no sunlight and little exercise. Trips to
doctors are greatly restricted. All of this contributes to poor health and weakened
immunity. The number of people who have died globally from joblessness, poverty, and
suicide as a result of the fake pandemic vastly exceeds the tiny number of people said
to have died from COVID-19.
Bioweapon Number 2: The Vaccine
Far more deadly than the seasonal-flu-like Covid virus is the so-called “vaccine”,
actually a genetic-modification agent which does not meet the legal or scientific
definition of a vaccine.
What is now beyond dispute is that a vaccine holocaust is well underway. Millions
of people are being killed and permanently injured directly from these vaccines around
the world, and the number of casualties is growing exponentially.
But the lying mainstream media, bought-and-paid for by Big Pharma and the Globalists,
pretends nothing is happening and repeats the nonsensical mantra “the vaccines are
safe and effective.”
The latest data from CDC/VAERS (U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s
Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System) provides overwhelming proof that the
vaccines are injurious and often lethal products that should be taken off the market
immediately [4]:
9,048 deaths
520,747 adverse events
7,463 permanent disabilities
7,822 life-threatening injuries
26,812 hospitalizations
CDC/VAERS is a passive surveillance system that records fewer than 1% of deaths and
adverse events, according to a 2010 US Department of Health and Human
Services/Harvard Medical School study.[5]
Therefore, a reasonable estimate is:
9,048 x 100 = 904,800 deaths from the vaccines
52,074,700 adverse side effects
746,300 permanently disabled
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782,200 life-threatening injuries
2,681,200 hospitalizations
In their first four months, the experimental COVID-19 “vaccines” have racked up
more deaths and severe adverse events than all other vaccines combined in
VAERS’s entire 30-year history.
But the Big Pharma-controlled news media insists all these tragedies are “just a
coincidence.” How dumb do they think we are? A high percentage of the vaxxed who
drop dead die within a month of getting the jab, and many people steadily go downhill
and die within 12-36 hours of injection. Death By Coincidence is now the number one
cause of death in America.
Tens of thousands of victims of the Covid “vaccines,” their lives destroyed by the jabs,
are begging for help from the medical community, organizing vaccine victims groups
online and speaking out, but the doctors and clinics by and large have turned their
backs on them. Meanwhile, the vaccine manufacturers face no liability.[6]
These horrific statistics are just the tip of the iceberg because:
* VAERS has a backlog of 2-3 months.
* Nearly 30 percent of US health professionals say they never even heard of
CDC/VAERS, according to a 2013 study commissioned by CDC itself.[7]
* Most doctors are under enormous pressure not to report vaccine-related injuries or
deaths. Many doctors flatly refuse bereaved families’ requests to report the vax-related
death of a loved one to VAERS.
* CDC red tape makes it difficult on purpose for medical professionals to report
deaths/injuries to VAERS.
* Nurses are ordered not to discuss or report adverse events from the “vaccines”.
* The US Government is scrubbing unprecedented numbers of Covid-related deaths
and adverse events from the official death count to conceal the mass slaughter taking
place.[8-10]
Adverse reactions to the COVID-19 vaccines reported on CDC/VAERS include:
Death
Blindness; permanent vision loss
Blood clots in the brain, heart, and lungs
Cardiac disorders—heart attacks, strokes, cardiomyopathy, arrhythmias, etc.
Thrombocytopenia (extremely low blood platelet count)
Permanent paralysis
Brain inflammation
Brain tumors
Neurodegenerative diseases
Uncontrollable tremors
Cerebral thrombosis
Immune system impairment
Miscarriages, stillbirths, birth defects
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Spinal damage
Anaphylactic shock
Facial paralysis painfully lasting weeks or months
Loss of hearing
Multiple organ system failure
Difficulty breathing
Damage to liver, lung, kidneys, pancreas
Neoplasms
Muscle and tissue damage
Endocrine and gastrointestinal disorders
Guillain-Barre syndrome
Profound permanent fatigue
Equally devastating are the data from the UK Government’s reporting system for Covid
vaccine adverse reactions (July 1, 2021) and the European Union Vaccine Injury
Reporting System (July 3, 2021). The headlines tell the story:
1,007,253 Injuries 1,403 DEAD in the UK Following COVID-19 Injections According to
UK Government. [11]
17,503 DEAD, 1.7 Million Injured (50% SERIOUS) Reported in European Union’s
Database of Adverse Drug Reactions for COVID-19 Shots [12]
The UK and EU reporting systems are believed to capture only 1% to 10% of
actual deaths and adverse events linked to the Covid vaccines. Do the math. A
vaccine holocaust is underway.
Spiked to death
All of the genetic-modification vaccines (Pfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca, Johnson &
Johnson, Covishield, Sputnik V) force the human body to manufacture spike
proteins. The vaccine makers assured the public that the billions of spike proteins
made in your body are beneficial, inert, lifeless artifacts that induce the vaxxed person
to produce antibodies to the virus.
But it turns out the spike protein is a biologically active structure with strong coagulatory
properties—it causes BLOOD CLOTS. The spike protein can penetrate host cells and
initiate infection. It damages the cells in the lining of the blood vessel walls, leading to
bleeding, clots, massive inflammation, and sometimes death.
According to Dr. Byram Bridle, a viral immunologist and associate professor at
University of Guelph, Ontario, the spike protein is a disease-producing toxin that poses
a serious threat to the health of anyone who chooses to get a spike protein
vaccine. “By vaccinating people we are inadvertently inoculating them with a toxin.”
The spike protein is the last thing you would ever want to put into a vaccine—or
to have a vaccine instruct your body to manufacture.[13]
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The vaccine makers lied to us. They told us the injected material would stay in your
arm at the injection site. But it turns out the mRNA-lipid nanoparticles which produce
the spike protein (Pfizer, Moderna) circulate everywhere throughout the body and
accumulate in large concentrations in organs and tissues, including the spleen, bone
marrow, liver, adrenal glands, lymph nodes, and in especially high concentrations in the
ovaries.[14-15]
“Research suggests this could lead to the production of spike protein in unintended
places, including the brain, ovaries and spleen, which may cause the immune system to
attack organs and tissues resulting in damage, and raises serious questions about
genotoxicity and reproductive toxicity risks associated with the vaccine.” [16]
The vaccine makers told us the body would stop producing spike proteins in 5 or 6
months. But nobody really knows when—or if—the body will stop manufacturing spike
proteins. There may be no “off-switch”. And nobody knows if the spike proteins created
by the vaccine will linger in your body indefinitely, risking a potential lethal flare-up down
the road if another virus emerges.
In the latest bombshell, Dr. Charles Hoffe reports that microscopic blood clots too small
to find on any CT or MRI scan are superabundant in people who got the spike-protein
jab. These blood clots, scattered throughout the capillary network, can only be detected
using a D-dimer test—and using that test, Dr. Hoffe claims he has found evidence
of tiny blood clots in 62% of his patients who were injected with an mRNA shot.
If his findings are correct, then two-thirds of those who got the spike-protein-producing
vaccines will suffer permanent, irreversible damage to heart, lungs, brain or spinal
cord. Early symptoms such as shortness of breath and lack of energy will progress to
pulmonary artery hypertension caused by blockage of capillaries, usually leading to
death within 3 years. “These people have no idea they are even having these
microscopic blood clots,” Dr. Hoffe warns. “These shots are causing huge damage and
the worst is yet to come….And with each successive shot, the damage will add and add
and add…” Dr. Hoffe lost his hospital job in British Columbia, Canada after
courageously warning the public about the dangers of the experimental Covid
vaccines.[17]
NOTE–The Pfizer and Moderna genetic cocktails use modified messenger RNA
(mRNA) to force the vaxxed person’s body to manufacture billions of spike
proteins. The AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson (Janssen) genetic cocktails use
an adenovirus vector to deliver DNA that gets the vaxxed person to manufacture spike
proteins. India’s Covishield vaccine, made in India from AstraZeneca’s master viral
seed, is virtually identical to the AstraZeneca product. Russia’s Sputnik V vaccine,
used in some 68 countries, is also a viral vector vaccine producing spike proteins.
Hundreds of eminent Establishment physicians and medical researchers have
called for the immediate withdrawal of these dangerous “vaccines”, which are not
really vaccines at all— they are unapproved, highly experimental gene-modification
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agents with a 100% record of failure. All Phase III clinical trials for a coronavirus
vaccine have failed over the past 50 years, with all the test animals dying or becoming
extremely sick.
In the most recent trials for an mRNA coronavirus vaccine, all the ferrets
once they were exposed to the virus or a variant in the wild a few months
injection. They underwent a hyper-inflammatory autoimmune response,
innards liquefied, and they died horrible deaths. But the COVID-19 vaccines
rushed into use with no completed animal tests.

died
after
their
were

Now everyone who got the jab is a human guinea pig, part of an
unprecedented, reckless, and wholly unnecessary global medical experiment that has
already killed and destroyed countless people—without true informed consent.
Will millions of people who got the jab die in the coming months after suffering a similar
autoimmune overreaction like the test animals? No one knows.
The vaccines were never approved by the US Food and Drug Administration. FDA only
granted Emergency Use Authorization, on the demonstrably false claim that no other
effective treatments exist to treat COVID-19 infection.
The vaccine makers and the health regulators failed to inform the public about what is in
the vaccines and the possible risks. So if you got the jab, you did so without informed
consent. That’s a criminal violation on the part of the vaccine companies and the
regulatory agencies.
The vaccines do NOT prevent transmission of the COVID-19 virus.
The vaccines do NOT confer immunity on those who got the jab. Countless people who
were vaccinated have been subsequently diagnosed with COVID-19 disease.[18]
The vaccines only claim to be 95% effective in reducing symptoms in persons suffering
from COVID-19 illness. But independent analysis of the vaccine companies’ claims
have proven them to be grossly exaggerated.
And you will need a booster shot, then a top-up shot, then a brand-new vaccine, then…
Doctors speak out
Thousands of eminent physicians, virologists, immunologists, epidemiologists,
molecular geneticists, and medical researchers around the world have called for the
immediate withdrawal of all the COVID-19 genetic-based “vaccines”. But their voices
are blacked out by the news media. The Big Pharma-paid “fact checkers” smear and
distort their findings. Big Tech censors—including Facebook, Twitter, and Google—
remove their articles, interviews, comments, and videos instead of allowing the public to
hear what they have to say.
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Here are a few of the medical experts dismissed by the corporate media as
“antivaxxers” and “conspiracy theorists” spreading “misinformation”. (Actually, several
of them support vaccines if properly tested and evaluated). Decide for yourself who is
telling the truth.
Dr. Peter McCullough, a professor of medicine at Texas A&M College of Medicine,
holds the honor of being the most cited medical doctor on COVID-19 treatments at the
National Library of Medicine, with more than 600 citations. Vice Chief of Medicine at
Baylor University Medical Center in Dallas, he has testified before Congress and won
numerous awards during his medical career.
Dr. McCullough warns that the world is now under a massive multi-pronged attack–-the
first bioweapon being the COVID-19 virus, followed by the bioweapon of choice—the
lethal experimental “vaccines” that are being forced on people around the
planet. McCullough was recently interviewed by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, the attorney who
won a major class-action lawsuit against Volkswagen over its catalytic-converter rigging,
and who is now leading a global team of 100 lawyers and 1,000 doctors in a lawsuit
charging Crimes Against Humanity by the institutions and individuals who created the
scamdemic and violated the Nuremberg code of ethics in multiple ways.
Dr. McCullough: “If you said this is all a Gates Foundation program to reduce the
population, it’s fitting very well with that hypothesis, right? The first wave was to
kill the old people by the respiratory infection, the second wave is to take the
survivors and target the young people and sterilize them [with the vaccine]. If
you notice the messaging in the country, in the United States, they’re not even
interested in old people now. They want the kids. They want the kids, kids, kids,
kids kids! They’re such a focus on the kids. We have to stop it. And we have to
see what’s behind it.”[19-20]
Dr. Roger Hodkinson, top Canadian pathologist and virologist, testified before
Canadian government officials that the Covid pandemic is “the greatest hoax ever
perpetrated on an unsuspecting public,” based on “utterly unfounded public
hysteria driven by the media and the politicians. It’s outrageous….Masks are utterly
useless. There is no evidence base for their effectiveness whatsoever…Social
distancing is also useless…It’s just another bad flu, and you’ve got to get your minds
around that. Everything should be open tomorrow. I am absolutely outraged that this
has reached this level. It should all stop tomorrow.” Dr. Hodkinson has called for a
halt to the vaccine rollout, warning that build-up of the spike protein in the
placenta and the testes could kill unborn babies in current pregnancies and
permanently stop men having children.[21-22]
Prof. Luc Montagnier, French virologist and Nobel Prize winner who led the team that
identified the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), calls the mass vaccine program
for the coronavirus “an enormous mistake…a scientific error as well as a medical
error….The history books will show that.” He believes “it is the vaccination that is
creating the variants” through a process known as Antibody-Dependent
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Enhancement. These virus variants are resistant to the vaccine, so in every country, he
says, “the curve of vaccination is followed by the curve of deaths.”[23-24]
Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the core platform technology used in the mRNA
vaccines, opposes what he sees as the dangerous misuse of that technology in the
Covid vaccines. He recommends that people who have recovered from natural SARSCoV-2 infection [i.e., the vast majority of humans] should NOT get the injection. Dr.
Malone points out that the global Covid jab campaign violates bioethics laws designed
to prevent undue risks in medical experimentation: “… the adult public are basically
research subjects that are not being required to sign informed consent due to
EUA
[Emergency
Use
Authorization]
waiver.“[25]
Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, an award-winning German-Thai-American microbiologist, former
professor at the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz and head of the Institute for
Medical Microbiology and Hygiene, warns that the COVID hysteria is based on lies
and that the COVID genetic “vaccines” are set to cause a global catastrophe and
decimation of the human population. He predicts widespread deadly clotting as
well as immune system deterioration that will destroy the human body. Dr.
Bhakdi, one of the most heavily cited authorities in German medical history, calls for
criminal prosecution of the people responsible and an immediate halt to this destructive
global experiment.[26]
Dr. Michael Yeadon, Pfizer’s former Chief Science Officer for Allergic and Respiratory
Illness, condemns the genetic-modification vaccines as “premeditated murder,” part of a
political agenda of social control and depopulation. In an unusually outspoken interview
he blasted the government agencies, the vaccine makers, and the silent doctors who
are perpetuating the hoax: “The people doing it, I hope you enjoy the sewer you’ve
created for yourself, your family, your friends, all in your community. You should be
absolutely ashamed of yourself with what you’re doing….Any physician in the NHS
[National Health Service] who’s been so stupid that they believe what they’ve been
told…pretending masks protect them, pretending the PCR tests work…jabbing them
with a vaccine which most people don’t need—you are making me ill. Hypocritical,
foolish, stupid people, all of you. Stop it.” Dr. Yeadon calls for peaceful mass action to
put an immediate end to the lockdowns.[27]
Other whistleblowers who have reported on scientific research findings that contradict
the Official Narrative include Dr. Christiane Northrup, Dr. Carrie Madej, Dr. Lee Merritt,
Dr. Lawrence Palevsky, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, Dr. Vernon Coleman, and Dr. Joseph
Mercola.
All of the above voices are ignored by the corporate-owned media or dismissed as
crazy “conspiracy theorists”, a term popularized by the CIA to discredit anyone who
disagrees with the Official Narrative.
Petitions
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The following three petitions should be making headline news around the world, but you
won’t hear a word about them from the heavily-censored mainstream media. Social
media platforms have also blacked out nearly all coverage of these important
developments. It’s a shameful, systematic campaign to keep the public uninformed.
America’s Frontline Doctors brought together 27 clinicians, researchers, and
consumer advocates to file an urgent Citizen Petition with the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). The Citizen Petition aims to prevent the agency from prematurely
granting full approval to any COVID-19 vaccine until the many critical concerns and
issues are addressed.[28-29]
Children’s Health Defense, led by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. joined with Millions Against
Medical Mandates to file a Citizen Petition calling on the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration to immediately remove COVID vaccines from the market and to revoke
the Emergency Use Authorizations (EUAs) for COVID vaccines because of the great
dangers they pose. “It’s time for the FDA to make a dramatic course correction
before more deaths and injuries occur,” said Maureen McDonnell, MAMM
founder. “It’s time for the FDA to make effective COVID treatments available and
to revoke the vaccine EUAs,” urged CHD President and General Counsel Mary
Holland. “It’s shocking that the FDA has ignored the unprecedented reports of
injuries and deaths for five months.”[30]
In Europe, Doctors for COVID Ethics, a group of medical scientists and physicians,
wrote an Open Letter calling on the European Medicines Agency (EMA) to answer
urgent safety questions regarding COVID-19 vaccines—or withdraw the vaccines’
authorization. They state: “The approval of the COVID-19 vaccines by the EMA was
premature and reckless, and…administration of the vaccines constituted and still
does constitute ‘human experimentation’, which is in violation of the Nuremberg
Code.”[31]
Why would all of these doctors and whistleblowers risk their reputations, professional
status, grants, and personal safety to warn the public of what is shaping up to be a
slow-burn genocide?
Why do so many of them agree that the fraudulent PCR tests, the fake case statistics,
the lockdowns, and the lethal vaccines are all part of a coordinated crime against
humanity?
PCR test–junk data
The PCR test being used to detect if a person has COVID-19 infection is a total sham.
The inventor of the Polymerase Chain Reaction technique, Nobel Prize-winning
biochemist Dr. Kary Mullis, vehemently objected to its misuse as a diagnostic tool. He
explained that the PCR technique is not capable of testing for any disease. Dr. Mullis
died, very coincidentally, in August 2019, a few weeks before the announcement of the
fake pandemic. Was he silenced by the Vaccine/Big Medicine Deep State, which has a
sinister history of eliminating critics?
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The PCR test only reveals the presence of genetic debris and viral fragments found in
every human being; it does NOT reveal the presence of SARS-CoV-2 virus in your
body. Moreover, the number of test cycles can be ramped up or down to produce falsepositive or false-negative results. Nearly all US and European labs are running PCR
tests at 35 cycles or above, often at 40-45 cycles, which produces false-positives up to
97% of the time.[32]
Therefore, the daily Fear Statistics trumpeted by the mainstream media claiming
countless new cases and new deaths are totally meaningless. The numbers are vastly
overinflated. There is no pandemic, no excess mortality, no deaths beyond what
happens in a normal flu season. In fact, the entire annual flu season has magically
disappeared around the world. Nearly all the deaths once attributed to influenza have
been shifted into the COVID-19 death column. No more flu, only COVID-19.
Incredibly, if you die in a car accident or from cancer or by falling off a ladder—and the
PCR test comes back positive for COVID-19, the death is counted as “caused by
COVID-19.”
The PCR testing fraud has created the illusion of a pandemic. It’s a scam of gigantic
proportions, with people whipped into hysteria by the government and the fearmongering Big Media, to get them lining up for dangerous “vaccines” they don’t need.
Gates and PCR
Despite the PCR test’s utter unsuitability to detect COVID-19 or any other disease, it
was adopted by the World Health Organization (WHO) on January 23, 2020 as the “gold
standard” for detecting the SARS-CoV-2 virus. This was done based on the
recommendation of a virology research group in Berlin funded by the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation.
In November 2020 many scientists (PCR experts) issued a critique citing 10 major flaws
in the Berlin group’s protocol and called for the PCR test to be retracted.
Exactly one year after proclaiming the Gates-funded PCR test as the “gold
standard” for detecting COVID-19 infection, the WHO on January 20, 2021
admitted that all PCR tests conducted at a 35 cycle amplification threshold (Ct) or
higher are invalid and urged the retesting of everyone, which of course is
impossible. As Prof. Michel Chossudovsky observed, “The WHO calls for
‘Retesting’, which is tantamount to ‘We Screwed Up’.” In other words, the deeply
flawed estimates of “positive cases” are meaningless, and the lockdowns have
no scientific basis.[33]
The WHO’s carefully worded retraction should have made front-page headline
news internationally. Instead, the silence of the bought-and-paid for news media is
deafening. Their aim is to keep the scam going as long as possible.
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The latest fearmongering tactic used by the government-media cabal is the so-called
Delta variant, supposedly far more contagious than earlier variants of SARS-CoV-2. TV
news broadcasts and newspapers have whipped up hysteria over Delta, as an excuse
to impose new lockdowns and travel restrictions and to get more people jabbed.
But an analysis of the data shows that the Delta variant is actually less deadly, with a
0.1% case fatality rate —the same rate as the flu and much lower than the case fatality
rate for any other variant.[34]
Dr. Michael Yeadon has deflated the media’s fear campaign over these fake “deadly”
variants for weeks. He emphasizes that a variant is never more than 0.003% different
from the original virus, so people who already have immunity from most of these
coronaviruses have absolutely nothing to worry about.[35]
Shedding and spreading
Shedding…
Healthy, unvaccinated people are getting sick just by being around Covidvaccinated people.
Countless firsthand reports from around the world testify to this bizarre, very disturbing
phenomenon. In women, symptoms include agonizing menstrual pain, abnormal
menstrual cycles, hemorrhage, bleeding while pregnant, and miscarriages. In both men
and women, the nonvaxxed who are in close proximity to the vaccinated have reported
severe muscular pain, random bruising all over the body, horrible rashes, hives,
nonstop migraines, massive blood clots, uncontrollable bleeding, and blood in the
urine. There are also reports of pericarditis, autoimmune diseases, shingles, and even
Bell’s palsy (facial paralysis) after being in close contact with “vaccinees.”[36-37]
The shocking truth—The vaccinated are, to put it bluntly, “lepers” whom the
unvaxxed would do well to avoid prolonged contact with. Many holistic doctors,
hair salons, and beauty parlors are now refusing to see anyone who has been
vaccinated for COVID-19.
Of course, this is a total reversal of the mainstream media’s stigmatizing of those who
choose not to get the Covid jab. While the Biden/Harris regime announces it will send
“strike force” teams door-to-door to coerce people to get the harmful “vaccine”, it’s
actually the unvaccinated that are at risk by being in the vicinity of vaccinated people for
long periods.
Pfizer’s internal test documents warned nurses to avoid close contact with the
vaccinated trial participants . Direct contact with a vaccine test subject by family
members, health care providers, and others could lead to an adverse event, the Pfizer
protocol warns. Pfizer knew about this disturbing phenomenon but chose to conceal it
from the public.[38]
No one knows why this phenomenon is happening, but it is real. It could be due to the
vaxxed persons’ shedding of billions of genetically-created spike proteins through their
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breath, sweat, urine, and saliva. Or it might be due to changes in the injected person’s
DNA radiofrequency which alters their bio-energetic fields. Every DNA double-helix is a
transmitter and receiver of energy.[39] More research is needed to find out what these
dangerous biologic agents mislabeled “vaccines” are doing to all of us.
…And spreading
In nation after nation, wherever the genetic-based Covid vaccine is introduced,
there has been a dramatic rise in deaths and in Covid-positive cases.
That’s the stunning conclusion of Dr. Gérard Delépine, oncologist, surgeon, and
statistician at the Raymond Poincaré Hospital in Paris. His analysis is based on the
pre- and post-vaccine trends in 14 countries around the world, ranging from United
Kingdom to Colombia, Brazil, Chile, Hungary, Thailand, Cambodia, and United Arab
Emirates.
As vaccination campaigns spread worldwide—even to countries where Covid was not
present, a huge spike in new infections and deaths is occurring. Dr. Delépine says an
immediate moratorium on anticovid vaccinations is “essential and urgent” and
asks: “How many deaths and severe accidents will it take for executives, WHO,
health agencies FDA, EMA [European Medicines Agency] among others, to look
at the proven results of this experimental pseudo-vaccination in the real world
and derive the results from it?”[40]
This alarming trend would seem to give credence to the theory of Belgian virologist
Geert Vanden Bossche, Ph.D., who believes that the global mass vaccination campaign
is likely to produce ever more transmissible and potentially deadly variants. In what his
critics deride as a doomsday scenario, highly infectious mutant virus strains—created
within the vaccinated and released into the atmosphere—will outsmart the highly
specific antigen-based vaccines, leading to a runaway pandemic. Vanden Bossche has
worked as a vaccinologist with GSK Biologicals, Novartis Vaccines, Solvay Biologicals,
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s Global Health Discovery team, and GAVI (Global
Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization) in Geneva as Senior Ebola Program Manager.
Maybe he is onto something.
Magnetism
Many people around the world have reported the bizarre phenomenon of small magnets
sticking to the injection site where they received the Covid vaccine jab. Thousands of
self-recorded videos on the internet attest to this phenomenon Some vaxxed individuals
even show magnets sticking to other parts of their body as well, not just the upper arm.
Of course, the Establishment media, Pharma-controlled fact-checkers, and Big Tech
censors dismiss all these reports as the work of pranksters and attention-seekers. Yet
medical clinics are advising vaxxed patients to wait 6 to 10 weeks after the Covid shot
before getting a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan! Do these doctors fear
lawsuits if the MRI interacts with the vaxxed person’s magnetized body and rips their
arm apart?[41]
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Clearly there is something magnetic in the genetic-based vaccines that is causing
magnets to stick to people who got the jab. The health implications of this phenomenon
are profoundly disturbing.
A Spanish research team claims that magnetic graphene oxide nanoparticles in the
Covid vaccines are transforming vaxxed individuals into human magnets. Biostatistician
Ricardo Delgado who hosts an online program called La Quinta Columna (Fifth Column)
and his partner Dr. Jose Luis Sevillano, a family physician, base their conclusions on
electron microscopy and spectroscopic studies of Covid vaccine injectable material
(Pfizer).[42]
They also conducted simple tests on recently inoculated people using a hand-held
multimeter. In one test, the forehead of a woman with small round magnets clinging to
her skin abnormally registers up to 144 millivolts. In another demonstration, a pencilshaped electromagnetic radiation detector, applied to the scalp of a woman who had
two doses of the Pfizer vaccine, appears to show a highly abnormal electromagnetic
field around her head.[43]
The researchers believe lipid capsules encapsulate the graphene oxide so that it gets
into the brain undetected and attaches itself to synapses. In high concentrations
graphene oxide can promote vascular blood clots and damage the immune
system. Their preliminary study includes photomicrographs of what they claim is
graphene oxide in the injectable vaccine material. They also report that masks and
swabs used in both the PCR and antigen tests contain graphene oxide nanoparticles.
In their controversial report, Delgado and Sevillano state that graphene oxide
nanoparticles injected with the vaccines have absorption bands that resonate
specifically with 5G technology, which can magnetize and activate the graphene oxide
in the vaccinated person’s body. They note that Wuhan was the first pilot city for 5G
roll-out—in November 2019, very coincidentally at the time the pandemic was
announced.
In their dire scenario, 5G is a “kill-switch” and when governments around the world roll
out the 5G energy grid, millions more will die. The Spanish team believe the
combination of vaccine plus 5G was planned by a Globalist criminal conspiracy to
accelerate depopulation: “The weapon delivery system is the vax shots; it will create
many collateral deaths, but too slow for 90% depopulation by 2030.” [44-45]
This is a reference to the United Nations’ Agenda 2030, which critics see as a
totalitarian scheme for global control, but more pointedly, it’s a reference to the World
Economic Forum’s prediction that by 2030, “You’ll own nothing and you’ll be happy.” In
the WEF’s Great Reset, billions of “useless eaters” will be eliminated, a tiny elite will
own everything, while the masses of jobless could receive a minimal universal basic
income, their debts written off in exchange for handing over their assets to the state and
the banks.[46]
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Another theory holds that the culprit in the vaccines is magnetic hydrogel,which can
be magnetically activated and remotely controlled via the Smart Grid, as many scientific
studies have demonstrated. Hydrogel is a network of crosslinked polymer chains that
have a tendency to dissolve in water. Magnetic hydrogels are made using iron oxidebased particles and hydrogel matrices. The technology in the public arena is advanced,
and DARPA (US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) is heavily involved in
funding research on hydrogel for biomedical applications.[47]
Investigative journalist Jim Stone speculates that the Covid vaccines contain selfreplicating nanobots that are building magnetic structures at the injection site by
stealing hemoglobin from the blood. While this sounds like science fiction, it should not
be ruled out since some magnetic hydrogels are composed of iron-oxide-based
particles, and hemoglobin is a type of iron oxide.[48]
Far from being a prank, as the mainstream media would have us believe, the magnetic
phenomenon in vaxxed individuals is genuine and horrifying. It could be evidence of a
coordinated plan for population reduction as well as the first step towards a
“transhumanist” agenda whereby every person will be electronically linked to the Cloud.
Great Reset
Why is there such an overwhelming global push to vaccinate every person on the
planet, when millions are being killed or permanently injured by the so-called vaccines?
Why have Big Media and Big Tech joined hands in an unprecedented censorship
campaign to suppress this information and to silence the voices of eminent doctors and
scientists who question the Big Lie that “the vaccines are highly safe and
effective”? Why is no debate or discussion permitted?
Why is a fake pandemic being orchestrated based on rigged tests, disease-spreading
vaccines, 24/7 media fear-mongering, and manipulated death statistics?
All of the above strongly indicates that the Covid vaccines have nothing to do with a
health agenda—and everything to do with a political agenda of social control, population
reduction, and a restructuring of society.
The Globalists’ plan for what they call a “New World Order” is centered around
the World Economic Forum (WEF), which envisions a Great Reset to fundamentally reorder every aspect of society by 2030.
Klaus Schwab, the WEF founder and executive chairman, is portrayed in the media as a
kindly old uncle figure. His public image has been well-sanitized. Yet it’s highly
relevant that Klaus Schwab is the son of a German factory manager who used slave
labor to produce armaments vital to the Nazi war effort. Schwab’s family company,
Escher-Wyss, won the honor of being named a National Socialist Model Company by
Adolf Hitler. “Years later, at the same company, a young Klaus Schwab served on the
board of directors when the decision was made to furnish the racist apartheid regime of
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South Africa with the necessary equipment to further its quest to become a nuclear
power.”[49-51]
And now, Hitler’s totalitarian regime—built on violence, brainwashing, eugenics, mass
propaganda, police-state control, on a grandiose vision of a “new order” to last a
thousand years—is being reinvented in a Great Reset not just for Germany but for the
whole world. “Worse still, as [Klaus Schwab’s] own words confirm time and time again,
his technocratic fascist vision is also a twisted transhumanist one, which will merge
humans with machines in ‘curious mixes of digital-and-analog life’, which will infect our
bodies with ‘Smart Dust’ and in which the police will apparently be able to read our
brains….He and his accomplices are using the Covid-19 crisis to bypass democratic
accountability, to override opposition, to accelerate their agenda and to impose it on the
rest of humankind against our will in what he terms a ‘Great Reset’.”[52]
By 2030, the WEF predicts, “You’ll own nothing and you’ll be happy.”
The World Economic Forum couches its scheme for a technofascist master-serf society
in the usual corporate clichés like “public-private cooperation,” “stakeholder capitalism,”
“a sustainable future,” and so forth. But the real agenda is that by 2030 the Globalist
creditors will have appropriated the world’s wealth, while the impoverished masses who
own nothing will be totally dependent on the state. The WEF says you will “rent”
everything you require. The right of ownership will be abolished under the guise of
“sustainable consumption” and “saving the planet”.
Soon-to-be mandatory vaccines and further lockdowns for Covid-20, Covid-21, etc. Will
be used to push through this transformation, while slashing the Earth’s population and
eliminating billions of people who are in Henry Kissinger’s words “useless eaters”.
Depopulation has long been a major goal of the Ruling Power Elite, openly discussed
for decades. Billionaire Microsoft founder Bill Gates said during a TED talk that we
need to reduce the world’s population by 10-15%. In the rarefied elite circles of the
Rockefellers, Rothschild’s, Gates and others, the promotion of eugenics, population
control, sterilization and social engineering practices is considered normal.
In 2016 Klaus Schwab promised that an implantable “global health pass” in the form of
a digital ID microchip would become mandatory within the next 10 years to track and
control all of humanity. He told the interviewer: “And at first we will implant them in our
clothes. And then we could imagine that we will implant them in our brains, or in our
skin….And in the end, maybe, there will be a direct communication between our brains
and the digital world….What we see is a kind of fusion of the physical, digital, and
biological world.”[53]
Vaccine fanatic Bill Gates has declared that eventually every person on Earth must be
vaccinated, and he expects a brisk repeat business.
The fake Covid-19 pandemic is the Power Elite’s opening salvo in a war against
humanity that will lead to global tyranny, if we let it happen. “You will own nothing,
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and you will be happy” in the Great Reset world of forced vaccinations, total
surveillance, tracking of all movements, censorship, snitching on relatives and
neighbors, lockdowns, social distancing, 5G deployment, more engineered pandemics
and never-ending booster shots for bogus “new virus variants”, cashless society,
microchipping, transhumanism, digital vaccine passports denying access to planes,
trains, buses, taxis, ships and exclusion from hospitals, clinics, offices, supermarkets,
sporting events, cinemas, gyms, plus mass unemployment, poverty, destruction of the
middle class, and One World Government.
The director general of the World Health Organization, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,
was a leading member of the violent communist political party, the Tigray People’s
Liberation Front (TPLF), which overthrew Ethiopia’s government in 1991. “The TPLF
qualifies as a Tier III terrorist organization,” warned a US Department of Homeland
Security memo. During his tenure as Ethiopia’s foreign minister between 2012 and
2016, Ethiopia reportedly borrowed more than $13 billion from China. Ghebreyesus is
not a medical doctor; he holds a Doctorate of Philosophy in Community Health from the
University of Nottingham. In October 2017, Ghebreyesus named Robert Mugabe,
Zimbabwe’s despotic bloodthirsty ruler, as “goodwill ambassador” to help combat
noncommunicable diseases in Africa, provoking outrage from physicians and human
rights groups.[54-55]
Why would we permit a non-medical doctor with close ties to Communist China,
literally a communist terrorist, to dominate and dictate world health policy,
bullying nations and medical professionals into accepting a false Covid
narrative?
Like Ghebreyesus, Bill Gates is not a medical doctor and has no medical
experience. Yet, using his vast wealth, he has virtually made himself Global Health
Czar. Gates’s fingerprints are all over the pandemic:
*The Bill And Melinda Gates Foundation is the principal funder of the WHO.
*Gates funded the Imperial College in London which used computer models to create
the
ridiculous,
vastly
exaggerated
projections
of
COVID-19
deaths.
This led directly to the imposition of lockdowns, masks, and Emergency Authorization of
untested, highly experimental genetic “vaccines”
*Gates supported the Berlin virology research group which issued the full-of-holes
report that WHO used as justification to adopt the worthless PCR test as the “gold
standard”—a decree which the WHO retracted one year later, after the lockdowns and
vaccines were well underway
*Gates built Moderna from the ground up and is heavily invested in the Pfizer
vaccine. US billionaires have added $1 trillion to their net worth during the pandemic,
with Gates pocketing over $20 billion.
*Gates controls much of the world’s medical policies through his ownership of the WHO
and his billions of dollars doled out to the mainstream media, medical researchers, and
the drug/vaccine industry.
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*Gates orchestrated the ongoing censorship campaign during “Event 201”, a
Coronavirus Pandemic Simulation held about three weeks before the pandemic was
announced.[56] Participants in Event 201 included the Gates Foundation, World
Economic Forum, US intelligence, Johns Hopkins, UN, the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC), China’s Center for Disease Control and Prevention, Big
Pharma, and the World Bank. As Robert F. Kennedy Jr. explains, the primary focus of
Event 201’s simulation exercises was how government, pharma, and intelligence
agencies could censor and control the media during the pandemic. Obediently, the
major Establishment TV channels, newspapers, and radio joined the Trusted News
Initiative and agreed to suppress any information that contradicts the official fantasy of
the vaccines being “totally safe and highly effective.”
This propaganda campaign led to roughly 183 million Americans getting the dangerous
genetic “vaccines” without true informed consent.
In conclusion, a warped diabolical plan to remake and depopulate the world is being
imposed on us by a tiny handful of very powerful individuals. The pseudo-pandemic is
the first phase of this multi-pronged operation, which will undoubtedly include more
lockdowns, more forced vaccinations and booster shots, more false-flag
emergencies. This is not an insane “conspiracy theory”—we are witnessing an insane
conspiracy being carried out by a wealthy few who regard the rest of us as expendable
cattle.
The only way to stop this unprecedented crime against humanity is by spreading public
awareness and through organized resistance at every level. Big Media’s fear campaign
and misinformation must be exposed. The genetic cocktails mislabeled “vaccines” must
be taken off the market. As Prof. Michel Chossudovsky of Global Research writes:
“What is required is the development of a broad based grassroots network which
confronts both the architects of this crisis as well as the national and regional
governments (States, provinces) involved in imposing the vaccine as well carrying out
the lockdown and closure of economic activity….”[57]
“Sunlight is the best disinfectant.” Exposing what’s now taking place, and identifying the
perpetrators of the manufactured crisis, is the only way to put a stop to it.
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